**FRAME**
Lundi 27 low step-over, 6061 T4-T6 Alloy, hydroformed and extruded triple cavity tubes for optimal stiffness. Exclusive integration of the Bosch PowerTube battery (Vertical), integrated cable routing

**FORK**
Lundi, Alloy w/integrated cable routing and custom front carrier attachments

**MOTOR**
Bosch, Active Line Plus 250W Nominal power, Max 415W, 50 Nm. Assistance up to 270 %. Natural - Quiet - Frictionless - Compact - Lightweight

**BATTERY**
Bosch, PowerTube 400Wh

**AUTONOMY**
Estimate your ebike battery range

**CHARGER**
Bosch, 2Ah

**DISPLAY**
Bosch, Intuvia central mount with separate control unit - 5 modes (Eco, Tour, Sport, Turbo, Off) - « Walk assist » - Information available offline - USB port to charge a phone, MP3 player, etc.

**REAR DERAILLEUR**
Shimano, Deore, RD-M4120-SGS, 10-speed

**FRONT COG / CHAINRING**
40 teeth Narrow Wide with chain guard - Direct mount

**CASSETTE**
Shimano, CS-HG201-9, 11-36T

**CHAIN**
KMC, X10, 10-speed

**SHIFTERS**
Shimano, Deore, Rapidfire Plus

**CRANKSET**
Moustache, Alloy, 170mm

**BRAKES**
Shimano, MT200 hydraulic disc brakes

**ROTORS FRONT/REAR (IN MM)**
Shimano, 180mm front & 160mm rear

**HUBS**
Front= Shimano, 32H, 9x100mm, w/QR Rear= Shimano, 32H, 9x135mm, w/QR

**RIMS**
Moustache asymmetric 27.5", Alloy 6061E, welded, 32 holes, internal width 23mm

**TIRES**
Schwalbe, Super Moto-X, 27.5x2.40

**SADDLE**
Selle Royal, Wave Ergonomic

**HANDLEBAR**
Moustache, Lundi custom ergonomic, Alloy

**HEADSET**
FSA, No 28/41 integrated

**GRIPS**
Ergonomic, dual-density

**FRONT LIGHT**
Spanninga, integrated, 30 lux, powered by main battery

**REAR LIGHT**
Spanninga, Presto2Guard, powered by main battery

**WHEEL LOCK**
AXA, Block, same key for framlock & battery lock

**MUDGUARDS**
Moustache, Alloy, double wall design, w/alloy stays

**REAR CARRIER**
Moustache, Alloy, removal side fastenings for QL3 luggage - Platform with MIK HD 27kg system to rapidly attach compatible accessories, bags and baby seats.

**FRONT CARRIER**
Optional extra: Moustache, Alloy, compatible with MIK bags and accessories

**PEDALS**
Wide platform, anti-slip, aluminum - reflectors

**WARRANTY**
5 years frame and Moustache Bikes fork - 2 years motor, battery (or 500 cycles) and accessories

**COLOR**
Black glossy, Curry glossy, Terracotta glossy, Midnight blue mat, Pastel mint mat

---

There’s nothing like starting off your week, with a smile on your face behind the bars of the Lundi 27.1. So enjoyable to ride, ultra natural, quiet, and economical energy use.